Spring 2020 Booklist
Pontifical John Paul II Institute
for Studies on Marriage and Family

JPI 510/729 Theological Anthropology
McCarthy
- Compendium of readings (available through Cognella)

JPI 532/707 Biblical Theology of Marriage and Family (OT)
Atkinson
- Holy Scriptures [The most recent edition of Ignatius Press’ RSV is particularly good.]

JPI 550/850 Gender and the Sexual Difference
D.L. Schindler
- Compendium of readings (available through Cognella)

JPI 554/764 Catechesis on Human Love
Lopez
- John Paul II, *Redemptor hominis*.
- John Paul II, *Dominum et vivificantem*. 
• John Paul II, *Dives in Misericordia*.

JPI 555 Encyclicals of John Paul II
Healy
*Nota bene*. It is recommended (but not required) that you purchase copies of the following Encyclical Letters as published by Pauline Books and Media:

- *Redemptor Hominis* (1979)
- *Dives in Misericordia* (1980)
- *Dominum et Vvificantem* (1986)
- *Centesimus Annus* (1991)
- *Veritatis Splendor* (1993)

JPI 615 Biotechnical Anthropology
Hanby


JPI 619 Bioethics II
Rice

- Compendium of readings (available through Cognella)
Bioethics Center; Thornwood, N.Y.: Westchester Institute for Ethics and the Human Person, 2006).


**JPI 623/853 Mystery of the Church**

**McCarthy**


**JPI 628/854 Philosophical Anthropology**

**D.C. Schindler**

- Thomas Aquinas, *Summa Theologica*, prima pars (complete) and prima secundae (complete), in the Dominican Fathers translation.

**JPI 634 The Sacrament of Marriage**

**Healy**

- Pope Francis, *Amoris Laetitia*.

**JPI 668/868 Law, Family, & the Person**

**Crawford**

- Course compendium of readings (available from Cognella)


**JPI 669/769 Science, Theology, & Ethics**

Hanby

- Compendium of readings (available through Cognella)

**JPI 768 Revelation, Scripture, and the Nature of Exegesis**

Atkinson


**JPI 869 Bonaventure: Wisdom and Trinitarian Theology**

Bieler


**JPI 982 Christian Metaphysics: Ulrich and 20th Century Thomism**

D.C. Schindler

- Etienne Gilson, *Being and Some Philosophers* (Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1952)
- Ferdinand Ulrich, *Homo Abyssus: The Drama of the Question of Being* (Humanum Academic)
• **Recommended but not required:** D.C. Schindler, *Companion to Ferdinand Ulrich’s Homo Abyssus* (Humanum Academic Press, 2019)

**JPI 1002 Maximus the Confessor**  
**Bieler**


**JPI 1003 Natural Law, Common Good, and the Body**  
**Crawford**

- TBA